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Inspection Summary 

1-7-~''l 
Date 

·Inspection during the period of July 15 through August 28, 1989 
. (Report Nos. 50-237/89018(DRP); 50-249/89017(DRP)) 
·Areas Inspected: Routine unannoun~ed resident inspection of previously 

identified items, licensee event report~ followup, plant operations, 
~aintenance and surveillances, radiological controls, safety assessment 
and quality verification, engineering/technical supports, and monthly 
report review. · 
Results: 

0 No violations were identified during this inspection peri-0d_ 

Licensee ~ctions taken in response to NRC concerns resulted in a 
significant decrease in open. control room work requests . 
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DETAILS 

J. ··Persons ·-contacted 

Commonwealth Edison Company 

:*E. Eenigenburg, Station Manager 
*L. Gerner, Technical Superintendent 

E. Mantel_, Services Di rector 
C. Allen, Administrative Service Sup~rintendent 

':0. ~van Pelt, ··Assi-stan·t Superintendent - ·Maintenance 
~J ..... Kotowski., ·cProduc.ti on Sup.eri ntendent 
.J. Achterberg, Assistant Superintendent - Work Planning 
G. Smiih, Assistant Superintendent~Operations 

. _ *K. Peterman, Regulatory Assurance. Supervisor 
'· J. Williams, Operating-Engineer 

w~ Pietryga,·Operating Engineer 
B. Zank, Operating Ingineer 

*M. Strait, Technical Staff Supervisor 
L. Johnson, Q.C. Supervisor 
J. Mayer, Station Security Administrator 
D. Morey, Chemistry Services Supervisor 
0. Saccomando, Health Physics Services Supervisor 
E. Netzel, Q.A. Superintendent 

*R. Fa 1 bo, Regulatory Assurance Group Leader 
*K. Yates, Nuclear Safety Supervisor 
*J. Harrington, Qua.lity As.surance Inspector 

The inspectors al~o talked with and interviewed several other licensee 
employees, including members of the technical and engineering staffs, 
reactor and auxiliary operators, shift engineers and foremen, electrical, 
mechanical and instrument personnel, and contract security personnel .. 

*Denotes those attending one or more exit interviews conducted informally 
·at various ti~es throughout the inipection period. 

2. Previously Identified Inspection Items (92701 and 92702) 

(Closed) Unresolved Item (237/89017~02): Review·circumstances of May 
1989 batch waste· release tank. composite sample for triti.um and gross 
alpha that was inadvertently discarded before being sent for offsite 

·analysis. This sample was discarded prior to analysis when a chemistry 
foreman gave a. chemistry technician permission without verifying the · 
samples to be ~iscarded were the correct ones. The monthly composfte 
sample was required by Dresden Technical Specification Table 4.8.3. 
However, due to other sampling, _it can be ascertained that these samples, 
if analyzed, would have been within limits. Gaseous effluent tritium did 
not increase durinef·May 1989. In addition, alpha and gamma activities 
were normal and trittum analy~is on samples close to the same time frame 
were normal. Another event involving iodine and particulate samples not 
being analyzed within required time limiis occurred during the month 
of July. As discussed in Paragraphs 6.b and 6.c of this report, however, 
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the intent of Technical Specifications were still met in this latter case 
and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Various corrective 
actions have been·implemented· or planned to provide b~tter administrative 

···control ·-of samples due·-to ··the July 1989 event. App-li cable chemistry 
personnel were advised of this even·t during tailgate meetings.· In 
addition, a designated storage area for samples requiring offsit~ 
.analysis was set up in the reagents lab. Dresden Chemistry Procedure 

· ·. (DCP) 1017-3, R_adio Assay Shipments, was also under development. This 
-·procedure was to contain instructions for preparing shipments for offsite 

analysis and controls to ensure these samples are not-discarded. In 
order to 'facflitate easier scheduling and tracking of required samples,. 

·.:the 0chemi stry ·su·rveil·l a·nce ··sche"dal e ·wa·s also bei"ng revised to be based on 
.a 2.8..day_cycle instead of _a 3Lday_.cycle .. The discarding of this sample 
required by Technical Specifications was identified as a licensee 

· .. identified.violatfon (50-237/89018-01) and is considered.closed in this 
... report due to adequately completed or planned corrective actions meeting 
·:_.thecriteria .. of;J.O.CFR.2~listed.in paragraph 3 of thi's report. 

(Closed) Open Items (249/86009-19 and 249/86012-38): These items are 
administratively clos~d based upon generic modification program 
corrections ·noted ·in the NRC Safety Systems Outage Modification 
Inspection (SSOMI) followup review (inspection report 50-249/88200) 

.. and a NRC Engineering and Technical Support Team inspettion (inspection 
reports-50-237/88025 and 50-249/88027). 

(Closed) Violation (249/86009-34 and Open Item (249/88200-03): During 
the NRC Safety Systems Outag~ Modification Inspection (SSOMI) review, 

. concerns with motor operated valve (MOV) overload heater selections.were 
identified as a violation in that incorrect heaters had been installed. 
A total of 116 MOVs (58 on each unit) were identified and re~laced during 
the 1988 refueling outages on Units 2 and 3. The completion of the 
heater replacement closes all concerns with this.item. 

(Closed) Open Item (249/86012-05): This item is administratively closed 
due to duplicati"on by Open Items.237/88025-02 and 249/88027-02 by the 
NRC Engineering and Technical Support Team inspection (inspection 
reports 50-237/88025 and 50-249/88027). · ~lthough .items 237/88025-02 and 
249/88027..:.02 are specific to modifications to the 250 voe system, the. 
inspection verified that this problem was system specific and not generic 
to the modification process. Based upon the inspection team's finding, 
this item is considered to be no longer generic in scope and will be 
tracked by the specific items which duplicated the root cause. 

·(Closed) Open Item (249/86012-60): During the SSOMI followup review 
(inspection feport 50-249/88200), this item was reviewed and rem~ined 
open pending implementation of a new administrative procedure for test 
control. Dresden Administrative Procedure OAP 9-11 was issued on 
August 2, 1989. OAP 9-11 controlled the identified concerns with test 
pre-requisites, ambiguous test step signoffs and test ~esult review and 
approval. Based upon the inspector's review of··the procedure, this item 
is considered to be closed . 
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(Clos~d) Violation (249/86012-67): During the SSOMI followup review 
(ins~ection report 50~249/88200), this item was revie~ed and remained 

·o_pen based u.pon the licensee's review and do_cumentatton of defjcienci.es 
encountered during the performance of a 1985 core spray system and low 

- - pressure coolant injection system logic test. The original test failures 
included a -safety related HFA relay (1530-133 BU) which was found to have 
been rebuilt in 1985. _ The relay failed_ during logic testin9 due to a 
jumper that was installed during the rebuilding activities (accomplished 
with the relay installed in the cabinet). Although the deficiency was 
_not-.documented in· the 'o:ri.g.ina 0l-··tes-t ,- several- -corrective- actions to the 
root .cause w.ere .a.ccompJ i.shed. The log.ic test .were .performed successfully 
several times since 1985, procedures were implemented to control 

· · modi·f·i--ca·tfon ·activiti"es and simi-Jar problems have not reoccurred. ~Based 
_.upon these, this. Hem .is considered .. to be. closed. 

- ·(Closed) Unresolved -Item (249/88200:.01): -Duri_ng the .NRC SSOMI the high 
_·steam. flow setpoint for the High Pressure ·coo-lant "Injection (HPCI) system 
~did not appear to be correct for.actual application. the concern was 
based upon a review of a General Electric (GE) design document, GEK~786. 
According to the.calculation in GEK-786,. ~t the maximum expected steam 
flow of 125,000 pounds per hour at 1125 pounds per square inch, the 
differential pressure would be 141.74 inches of water (design high steam 
flow setpoint). The actu~l setpoint used for the instrument was 145.5 
inches of water. During the SSOMI review, the licensee provided the 
design document GEK-26901 which determined a setpoint of 150_ inches of 
water. The actual setpoint (145.5) comp~red to GEK-26901 {150) was 
considered to be conseivative. However, given the conflicting. documents, 
the GE design specifications were considered questionable. -

The licensee performed a special test of the HPCI Steam ftow and 
instrumentation to resolve the concern. The results of the test were 
reviewed by b6th the licensee's and GE's ~ngineering. The results of 
the actual performance test were determined to be consistent with 
GE 1 s recently issued Service Information Letter (SIL)-475 which agrees 
with design document GE~-26901. This item is considered to be closed. 

(Closed) Open Item (249/88200-02): During the SSOMI review, a·major 
root cause to many of the issues was determined to be a generic failure 
to adhere to existing procedures. The licensee implemented a corporate 
policy, applicable to all nuclear operations, establishing the 
requirement to adhere to procedures~ Dresden also implemented an 
administrative procedure (OAP 9-11) providing guidance on adherence 
of procedures and training of all station personnel was accomplished. 
Additionally_, the Quality Assurance department monitored the effective
ness of the training through observation of nuclear operations. This 
item is considered to be closed. 

(Open) Open Item (249/89010-02): The licensee was .to provide a written 
response describin~.~lanned corrective actions to ensure usage of the 
isolation condenser for extended time periods without offsite power would 
not result in radioactive releases. This response was provided in the 
letter from J. A. Silady to A. B. Davis dated July 21, 1989. Actions 
a.lready taken included revision of appropriate operating procedures to 
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specify the undesirabil;°ty of using contaminated de.mineralized water for 
shell side makeup and to include guidance for the order of preferred 
system usage. The .letter also described several design .changes under 

.. con-si-der>atlon--as -long term··corrective -a"Ctions ... These included · 

. pre-·charged or. ·atmospheric tanks on the i so 1 at ion condenser ·floor, motor 
driven pumps at grade level, or upgrading the present clean demineralizer 
makeup system. A status report ~as to .be provi~ed within two months of 
the date of the letter to identify ~he selected long~term improvement 
and status. Therefore; this item is to remain open pending rec~ipt and 
review of that status report . 

. (-Closed) .Var.ious ·:Items·: The ;·f.o:llowi·ng .. 'Unit 3···items are ·admi-n·i·stratfvely 
··closed due.to duplication with Unit 2 items. These. items a.r:e .. being 

tracked ind reviewed under the applic~ble Unit 2 item numbers. For 
reference, the applicable Unit 2 items·(Unit 2 item number) are listed 
adjacent to the closed Unit 3 items. 

. 249/86017-01 
249/88014-04 
249/88014-05 

. 249/88018-21 
249/88018-28 
249/88018-30 

{237/86015-01) 
(237/88012-'04) 
(237/88012-05) 
(237/88017-21) 
(237/88018-28) 
(23.7/88018-30) 

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. 

3. Licensee Event Reports (LER) Followup (90712 and 92700) 

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee .personnel, and 
review of records, the following event reports were reviewed to determine 

· that reportabil i ty requirements were fulf i 11 ed, i mmedi at.e corrective 
action was accomplished, and corrective action to prevent recurrence had 
been accomplished or planned in accordance with Technical SpecificatiDns. 

{Closed) LER 237/89020: Potential Violation of Secondary Containment 
Int~grity Due to Interlock Door Strike Failure. This event is di~cussed 
in paragraph 5.b_l of this report. 

(Closed) LER 237/89018: Aut6 Start of Standby Gas Treatment System Due 
to Spurious Ventilation Radiation Monitor lrip. On July 7, 1989, the 
Unit 2 Reactor Building Ventilation (RBV) System isolated and the Standby 
Gas Treatment System (SGTS) automatically started during a reactor 
building radiation monitor functional surveillance test. While the 
monitor indicator and trip unit was being pulled out of the control roe~ 
panel, a nick in the insulation of a wire caused the exposed wire to 
contact the chassis.· This resulted in the actuation. The RBV system 
and SGTS were returned to normal lineup. The exposed wire was wrapped 
with ele~trical tape pending permanent repair. As of the end of the 
inspection period, permanent repair· had not been completed. In addition, 
Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 1700-7, Reactor Building 
Ventilation Radiation Mcnitor· Functional Test, was to be revised to 
require checking the RBV radiation monitors for exposed wiring during 
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performance of the surveillance. Exposed wiring has not been a problem 
at Dresden in the past. 

·tClose·d) LER "237/89019: ·scram/Group· I Isolation Due to Main Steam Line 
(MSL) Radiation· Monitor Lockup and Spurious Steam Tt.i'nnel Temperature 
Trip. Upon transferring Unit 2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Bus A 
fro~ it~ reserv~ ba~k to its normal power supply on July 12, 1989, during 
surveillante testing of the RPS Motor-Generator (MG) Set Electrical 
Protection Assembli~s (EPA), MSL logarithmic radiation monitors (LRM) A 
and C momentarily lost power as _wouJd·_be_ .expected. .A. cor.resp.ondi ng half 
scram and half primary containment group I isolation occurred. However, 

_'MSL t:RM-A received a lockup unknown alarm preventing resetting of the 
- ha.lLgro.up.~Lisolati.on and-ha-lf .scram signa-1-s. While in this .. condition, 
··~spurious Channel B MSL ·tunnel area high temperature signal occurred 

completing the logic for a full group I primary 'containment isolation. 
The Main Steam Isolation Valv~ (MSIV) closure-caused an automatic scram 
from 63% power. 

The spuri-0us MSL tunnel high temperature signal was attributed to 
setpoint drift of one of the temperature switches. All four switches 
associat~d ~ith Chan~el B were replaced ~ince it could not be determined 
which one had caused the action. All had drifted lower than their 
normal setpoint bands but were in compliance with Dresden Technical 
Specifications. The last calibration of these switches had occurred 
on February·5, 1989. MSL ~unnel area temperature switch setpoint drift 
had been a recurring problem and several corrective actions had been 
previously implemented. These previous actions included revision of the 
.calibration .procedure, applying adhesive to the set screw-and verifying 
the absence of capillary tube leakage. Following this event, diagnostic 
equipment was installed to monitor the new temp~rature switches such that 
temperature switches causing future actuations could be specifically 
identified .. An engineering study was also to be performed to evaluate 
replacement with resistance temperature detectors and programmable logic 

.controllers. The current switches were mechanical bulb and capillary 
type. By the end of the inspection period, a cost estimate to conduct 
the review had been received from the contractor. 

The MSL LRM monitor which could not be reset, was replaced and sent to 
General Electric for further analysis. This analysis was directed at 

, determining the root cause for Mode Unknown failures which prevented the 
- monitors from being reset and previous low voltage_ power supply failures. 
Although the unit was designed to continue to operate with power 
interruption up to 20 milliseconds to accommodate automatic bus 
transfers, interruptions loriger than this and less than several seconds 
could lead to incorrect initialization. An improved design which 
modifies the initialization control circuitry to correct this problem 
was being accomplished at Dresden. The failure of the low voltage power 
supplies was traced to a manufacturing error by the vendor of the power 
supply. A capacitor in the power supply control circuit was incorrectly 
installed which could lead to a power supply failure after operation 
over a period of a year or more. Replacement power supplies were in 
the process of being installed. Difficulty in resetting MSL LRMs also 
contributed to a reactor scram which occurred on March 30, 1989, as 
described in Insoection Report 50-237/89011; 50-249/89010. As a result 
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of that scram, steps were added to this surveillance procedure providing 
. guidance on resetting a locked up MSL LRM. 

·.·(Closed) LER 249/89005: HPCI System Declared Inoperable Due to Discovery 
of Cable Terminal Blocks That Were Not Environmentally Qualified .. The 
Unit 3 HPCI System was declared inoperable on April 12, 1989, when a 
licens~e inspection disc6vered two environmentally unqualified cable 
terminal blocks in a ·cable pull box associated with the HPCI Steam Supply 
outboard isolatfon valve. This inspection was conducted in response to 
an"NRC request to verffy weep holes fo various "junction boxes. The . 

. ,- unqualif'fod. termi na.l <blocks we:re: ·remov:ed :and·..:rep.la.ced-~wi:th taped sp 1 ices 
utiJizing an approved environmental.ly.qual.ified taping procedure. The 

·environmental .qualification {EQ)'program aLDresden was originally 
. implemented by qualifying every identified EQ component type. The 
initial identification of .EQ components was based on review of electrical 

.drawings. These particular.terminal blocks .did not appear on the 
e lectri cal drawings and, as. such, were never .identified for EQ purposes. 

The initial EQ program only utilized partial system walkdowns and thus 
this problem was not identified during these walkdowns. 

The licensee developed a justification for continued operation for 
:terminal blocks without EQ documentation . 

. A walkdown inspection to document the as-built configuration.for splices, 
· terminal blocks and junction boxes was ir. progress. This included a 

walkdown .from .the sensing instrument until exit from the Reactor Building 
or entry into the cable tray system. Accessible equipment for. both units 
was to be completed prior to the next Unit 3 refueling outage. Final 
·.physical verification of inaccessible EQ equipment \t1as to be completed 
during the next refueling outage for each unit. 

By the end of. the.inspection period, the \valkdowns \t1ere well underway 
·for Unit 3 equipment but had not yet been started for Unit 2. Several 

suspect terminal blocks were identified in the HPCI, M~in Steam, Core 
Spray, Low Pressure Coolant Injection and Containment Atmospheri'c 
Monitoring (CAM) systems. These were undergoing engineering review to 

: establish required actions. 

The unqualified terminal blocks and subsequent corrective actions 
were already designated as an Unresolved Item (50-237/89010-01; 
50-249/89009-01) in a previous inspection report. 

(Closed) LER 237/89017: L"oss of Batch Waste Release Tank Composite 
Sample Due to Mar.cgement Deficiency. This event is discussed in 

paragraph 2 of this report as Unresolved Item 237/89017-02. 

This LER was reviewed against the criteria of 10 CFR 2, Appendix C, 
and the incident described met all of the following requirements. 
Thus no Notice of Vioiation- is t:eing issued for this item . 

a. • 

b. 

The event was identified by the licensee, 

The event was an incident that. accordino to the current 
enforce1\.ent policy, met the crlteria for..,Severity Levels IV 
c i· · V vi o 1 ct i ens , -------------"----- __ _ 
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c. The event was appropriately reported, 

-d. . The event -was -or- w i-l-1 ·be .. corrected (including 
measures to prevent recurrence within a reasonable 
amount of time), and 

· e. the event was not a violation that could have been 
prevented by the licensee's corrective actions for 
a previous violation. 

•··No .vio la:t:ions- ·or· devd at-fons.:were .:i·dent.H:i.ed in this. area. 

4. ·-·Plant Operations (71707 and 93702) 

a. ~nforcement Hi story 

b. 

c. 

.During ·this inspection period~ no violations or deviations were 
identified in the plant 6perations functional area. 

Operat~onal Everits 

On August 22, 1989, the operators were attempting to isolate a 
ground due to a 125V DC ground alarm on Unit 3. This was accomp-
1 i shed by opening various breakers in accordance with procedure 
and verifying whether the alarm cond.ition remained. During the 
course of this. activity, the r·eactor building ventilation system· 
for both units was lost in accordance with the procedure. The 
operators were to restore the system in order to maintain a 
negative reactor building to atmosphere differential pressure and 

·hence to maintain secondary containment. ·However, in trying to 
restore the system, the Center Desk Operator found that Unit 2 
Reacto~Building Exha~st Fan B would automatically trip whenever it 
was started. In addition, after starting Unit 3 Reactor Building 

.Exhaust Ban B, smoke was reported coming from the fan. This was due 
to a bad bearing and thus the fan had to be tripped. These failures 
resulted in a difficulty in restoring the system with the remaining 
fans. The inspector observed that the Shift Control Room Engineer 
(SCRE) responded immediately and directly assisted the Center Desk 
Operator. The SCRE also informed the Shift Engineer (SE) who was in 
the control room at the time. The SE provided advice ~s to expected 
instrument response. In addition, the Unit 3 Control Room Operator 
relayed information from the field as to the status of Unit 3 
Reactor Building Exhaust Fan B. As a result of these efforts, 
reactor building ventilation was restored despite the fan failures. 

Approach to the Identification and Resolution of Technical Issues 
From a Safety Standpoint 

The approach to identification end resolution of technical issues 
associated with plant operations during this inspection period 
demonstrated very good initiative on the part of the operations 
department to ensure safety and a genuine concern for proper 
functioning of equipment. Examples of the operators• and 
management• s approach from a safety' standpciin'f''are--cfiscffs.sed be low 
including one example showing excellent attention. to detail by the 
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• operators and their willingness to escalate concerns to a level 
where appropriate actions.could taken. 

On July 26, 1989, the operators observed what~ they believecj to 
be uncharacteristic readings for reactor building differential 
pressure. The reactor building fans were operated in various 
combinations to study their effect on differential pressure 
readings both locally and in the control room. The SGTS was also 
started and operated for 15 minutes during which time differential 

·,·pTes·sure -readings were taken. The·se .. res.u lts showed diff i cu 1 ty in 
:.achieving the negative 0 .. ·25A.nches .. differential pressure required 
by Technical Specifications. However, these readings were taken 
under conditions different from those established during a normal 
secondary. containment leak rate test. 

Most not~bly, data was taken for only 15 minutes in~tead of the 
usual one hour allowed for stabilization.· The licensee believed 

.that the readings obtained were representative of the first 15 
minutes of previous leak raie tests and, in that regard, reviewed 
previous test results to verify that belief. The licensee also 
conducted a walkdown of the reactor building to ensure that no 
obvious leaks existed. The review of the previous test results 
found that only the final reading at one hour was required to b~ 
officially recorded for acceptance criteria. Although some 
unofficial data supporting the licensee's·beliefs was found in t~e 
files, the licensee decided that unofficial data was insufficient 
evidence_ on which to judge acceptability of observed differential 
pressure values. As such, the licensee conducted a subsequent 
secondary _containment leak rate test which showed .a negative 0.255 
differeneial pressure was achievable. . 

Other examples include the cictions taken by the operators on 
July 19, 1989 (as described in paragraph 5.b.l of this report) to 
ensure maintenance of secondary containment upon discovery of. the 
failed latch oh the Unit 2/3 diesel engine room door and the actions. 
taken by the operators on August 22, 1989 to restore reactor 
building ventilation (as described in paragraph 4.b above) which 
resulted in expeditious maintenance of secondary containment without 
having to rely upon use of the SGTS. The response of the shift crew 
observed by the inspector for this latter event showed excellent 
usage of the team concept in that various crew members were auto
matically supported in their activities to mitigate the e~ent. 

d. Assurance of Qualit.>·, Including Management Involvement and Control 

Management involvement and control ir. assuring quality remained 
excellent. An example includes the various actions taken in regard 
to the reactor building differential pressure problems on 
July 22, 1989 {as described in paragraph 4.c above) which indicated 
ar; aggr2ssi1·e attitude of management toward resolution of safety 
issu~s and a con!ervative approach in regard to safe plant 
operations. 

During the inspection period, the inspectors contirWea .. to observe 
frequent visits· of licensee management to the control room and other 
areas of the plant. Thus, 1 icensee man.1gemen.t Jt!.~S_P.bserved to be 
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knowledgeable of plant status and to possess a keen interest in 
normal, as .well as abnormal,· plant activities. 

e ... ~Responsiveness to.NRC Initiatives 

The licensee continued to alleviate previous NRC concerns by 
ensuring operators were tr.ained on Technical Spec,ification changes 
prior to their implementation. This.·was evidenced by actions taken 
prior to implementing Technical Specification changes regarding 

· require·d ·equipment surve'il'lances. "The· inspectors were notified of 
.. this :imp~l ementahon :on ,Augu:st -23, -1989. 

· f. .. Observation of· Operations 

The inspectors observed control room operafions, reviewed applicable 
logs and condu.cted discussions with control. room operators during 
this period. The inspectors verified the operability of selected 
emergency systems, revie\'1ed tagout records and verified proper 
return to service bf affected components. Tours of Units 2 and 3 
reactor buildings.and turbine buildings were conducted to observe 
plant equipment conditions, including potential fire hazards, fluid 
leaks, and excessive vibrations and to verify that maintenance 
requests had been initiated for equipment in need of maintenance. 
During this inspection period, no violations of the fire protection 
program were observed • 

. The inspectors,.·by.observation and direct interview, verified that 
the physical security plan was being implemented in accordance with 
the station security. plan. 

The jnspectors reviewed new procedures and changes to procedures 
that were implemented during the inspection period. The review 
consisted of a verification for accuracy, correctness, and 
compliance with regulatory requirements. 

The inspectors also witnessed porti6ns ~f the~radioactive waste 
system controls associated with radwaste shipments and barreling. 

These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that 
.facility operations were in conformance with the requirements 
established under Technical Specifications, 10 CFR, and 
administrative procedures. 

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. 

5. Maintenance and Surveillance (62703, 61726 and 93702) 

a. Enforcement History 

During this inspection period, no violations or deviations were 
identified in the maintenance and surveillance functional area. 
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b: ·_Operational Events 

·Various maintenance activities associated with the fbllowing events 
·.were observed/reviewed for which the inspectors verified items 

1 isted __ in paragraph 5.e below: · 

· (1) On July 19, 1989, the licensee ~iscovered that the latch on the 
Uriit 2/3 diesel generator room door had failed. As a result, 
opening the door from the reactor building into the Unit 2/3 

· · diesel· generator ·-i-nterloc-k ·co·rridor WOU·ld .. cause the Unit 2/3 
.. d i.e.se.l :.gener.a:tor .room do.or to .open s.lJg.htJy .. due to norma 1 
Reactor Building to Turbine Building differential pressure. 

, "The ·definition of ·secondary containment integrity contained in 
.. Dresden Technical .Specifications i_ncluded maintaining at least 
one door in each personnel ·interlock in the closed position. 
However, both doors were open simultaneously only briefly and 
the licensee took immediate action by posting an individual in 
the area to maintain one of the int~rlock doors closed. · The 
fai)ed latch mechanism was then replaced. Thus, the reactor 

. building to -atmosphere differential pressure was maintained 
greater-than 0.25 inches of water vacuum at all times. 

(2) On July 22, 1989, with Unit 3 at 91% rated thermal power, the 
licensee declared an Unusual Event due to the failure of a 
surveillance test conducted for the main turbine stop valve 
scram function from the No. 2 main turbine stop valve. The 
scri!,m function from a 11 other main turbine stop valves worked 
correctly. The closure of any stop valve provided a signal to 
both channels of RPS.· The logic was arranged such that the 

.closure of any two stop valves would cause a half scram and 
the closure of any three stop valves would caus.e a full scram. 
Since both channels of RPS were affected, technical 
specifications required the insertion of all rods within four 
hours when greater than 45% power. The licensee red~ced power 
to less than 45% under which this scram function was· not 
required to be operable. The Unusual Event was declared due to 
the. power reduction while in a technical specification required 
forced shutdown. The Unusual Event was terminated when power 
was reduced below 45%. Subsequent investigation showed that ~ 
limit switch for the No. 2 main turbine stop valve required 
mechanical adjustment. Following completion of this activity, 
the function was satisfactorily t~sted and power was again 
increased later that same day. 

(3) On August 7, 1989, while performing the Low Pressure Coolant 
Injection (LPCI) System quarterly flow rate surveillance test, 
the flowrate through the B test loop was below the Technical 
Specification acceptance criteria. Various testing and 
troubleshooting activities were performed. While this activity 
was occurring, the flowrate returned to acceptable limits for 
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unexplainable reasons. Ba~ed upon the change to an acceptable 
flowrate and the troubleshooting activities, the licensee 
considered the.system operable. Had the system been declared 

· inop.erable, a seven day limiting condition for operation (LCO) 
would have been entered. On August 21, 1989, the Unit 2 di~sel 
generator was taken out of service to perform the semi-annual· 
inspection. The diesel fuel oil tank was also drained for 
cleaning. This placed the unit into a seven day LCO. On 
August 22,.1989, additional troubleshooting activities on LPCI 
·10-op B ·determin·ed that the subsystem was actually inoperable 
.due to .. a ,suspected ·.stem .. to disk separation on the LPCI Outboard 
Injection Valve 2-1501-218. Since the Unit 2 diesel generator 
was previously made inoperable, ihis placed the unit into a 24 

. hour shutdown action statement. The licensee reassembled the 
diesel generator, fjJled the fuel oil storage tank and 
successfully. tested the diesel generator later that same day . 

. Thus, the .24 hour action statement was exited and the unit 
shutdown did not have to commence. Repairs to the LPCI 
Outboard Injection Valve, which placed the unit into a seven 
day LCO, were completed on August 28, 1989. This event is . 
considered an Unresolved Item (50-237/89018-02) pending 
completion of a review of the. activities which originally 
determined the valv~ to be operable, those that eventually 
determined it to be inop~rable ahd an analysis of the failure 
cause. 

·(4) On August 8, 1989, with Unit 2 at 64% rated thermal power, a 
power decrease was begun to place the unit in hot standby. 
This was necessary to investigate oscillations occurring on the 
No. 1 main turbine control valve. The mode switch was placed 
to startup with plans to close the main steam isolation valv~~ 
to allow work to commence on the No. 1 main turbine control 
valve. On August 9, 1989, while pulling fuses for t~e main 
steam isolation valve outage a wire lug for one of the fuse 
holders broke in a control room panel. ·This resulted in an 
isolati~n of the isolation condenser which was an engineered 
safety features (ESF). The wire was repaired and t.he system 
placed back to normal standby lineup. Investigation of the 
No. 1 main turbine control valve oscillations discovered a 
loose wire crimp in a junction box for the position/velocity 
feedback transducer that provides a signal to the electro
hydraulic control system. Following repair, the unit was 
placed back on line on August IQ, 1989. 

(5) On August 13, 1989, Unit 3 experienced a :trip of one of its 
seven drywel 1 coolers which could not b_e restarted. Various 
upper elevation drywell temperatures were observed to have 
later trended ~pward. The.most limiting increase was the lB 
main steamline air pilot valve temperature which was required 
by Technical Specifications to remain below 170 degrees F. 
This temperature increased from 140 to 165 degrees F. Due to 
the elevated drywell temperatures, reactor power was reduced 
tG less than 40% to facilitate a drywell entry on August 16, 
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I989. The inoperable drywell cooler shared a common discharge 
path with another drywell cooler at that elevation. The · 
affected drywell coo·ler's discharge damper was shut locally 

·to preclude an inappropriate flowpath from the operable cooler 
back through the inoperable drywell cooler. In addition, the 
R~actor Building Closed Cooling Water inlet valve to the 
inoperable drywell cooler was closed in order to provide more 
cooling flow to the other drywell coolers. The area was also 
checked for possible leaks that could cause a reduction in 
drywell cooling capability and the inoperable drywell cooler 
was examined in an attempt to determine the cause of its 
inoperability. Nothing in this regard was noted. While in the 
drywell,· Inboard MSIV IC timing was also adjusted due to an 

· ·· excessive closure time obtained during a surveillance test. 
Although these actions may have helped somewhat to alleviate 
temperatures iri various ~pper elevation areas the IS.Main 
Steam Line air pilot valve temperature still peaked at about 
165 degrees F. Repairing an additional service water pump and 
placing it in service also did not lower this temperature. The· 
licensee increased monitoring of this indication and requested 
operators to contact the Operating En~ineer if it reached 169 
degrees F. The licensee and inspectors are continuing to 
monitor the drywell temperatures. 

(6) On August 27, I989, the Unit 2 HPCI System was declared 
ir.operablc due to discovery of broker. fan belts on the HPCI 
room cooler. LPCI Subsystem B had previously been decl~red 
inoperable as described in paragraph 5.b.3 above. Dresden 
Technical Specifications thus required reactor pressure to be 
reduced to 150 psig within 24 hburs. The room cooler was 
repaired in sufficient· time such that~ reactor shutdown did 
not commence. 

c. Approach to the Identification and Resolution of Technical Issues 
From a Safety Standpoint 

Maintenance related activities described above and elsewhere in this 
report indicated an good approach to resolution of technical issues. 
The following are of particular interest: 

The licensee review of maintenance and system history records to 
identify recurring problems with both MSL tu.nnel temperature 
swit~hes and MSL LRMs (as described in paragraph 3 of this report) 
showed excellent utilization of these resources. As a result, a 
review of potential modifications to replace the temperature 
switches with upgraded equipment was planned and an analysis of MSL 
LRM failures resulted in identification of common control circuitry 
problems and a manufacturing error in power supplies. As such, 
this type of equipment history review and subsequent actions can 
contribute grE:at1y to the long tern; dependability of plant equipment 
and reduce adverse occurrences. 

Other ·examples included; placing Unit 2 into hot sta_npby on 
August 8, 1989, to investigate main turbine control valve 
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6scillatiohs which indicated a com~itment to provide for quality 
operations and a reduction in potential adverse events. 

The power reduction and drywell entry of August 16, 1989, to address 
elevated drywell temperature was also indicative of a conservative 
approach toward Technical .Specification requirements. This action 
was conducted although ~he Technical. Specification limit had not yet 
been reached and.the acti~n statement for this limit required only 
a report to the NRC within seven days. In addition, the licensee 
indicated that the pilot valves to which the Techni~al Specification 
referred had been changed and the present pilot valves could 
probably justify a higher· temperature. 'The ·rev.iew of -Technical 
Specifications had revealed that a change had not been made to 
reflect this. The licensee is in the .process of submittirig a 
Technical·5pecification change to reflect the actual pilot valve 
design. 

Finally, the various activities undertaken to analyze Unit 3 Control 
Rod J-13 slow scram times (as described in paragraph 5.e below) 
showed a concern for doin·g whatever was possible to fix the problem 
as opposed to leaving the rod inoperable and insert~d which was 
allowable. 

These examples indicated a general improvement in Dresden's approach 
with maintenance indicating a personal responsibility to identify 
and mitigate problems before they exceed Technical Specification 
requirements. · 

d. Assurance of Quality, Including Management Involvement and Control 
Management involvement.·and cont.rel in assuring quality in regard to 
m~intenance and operability of equipment continues to improve. The 
inspectors observed substantial management involvement in the 
deci~ions to conduct the activfties described in paragraph 5.c 
above. 

e. Observation of Maintenance ahd Surveillance Activities 

. .... ~-- ... ·--· ·~"' ..... - -... ' 
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The inspectors observed surveillance testing required by technical 
specifications for the items listed below and verified that testing 
was performed in accordance with adequate procedures, that test 
instrumentation was calibrated, that limiting conditions for 
operation were met, that removal and restoration of the affected 
components were accomplished, that test results conformed with 
technical specifications and procedure requirements and were 
reviewed by personnel other than the individual directing the test, 
and that any deficiencies identified during the testing were 
properly reviewed ahd resolved by appropriate management personnel. 

The inspectors witnessed portions of the following test activities 
pertaining to Units 2 and/or 3: 

Secondary Containment Leak Rate Test 
HPCI System Operability Verification 
Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Flow 

Rod Block and Downscale Calibration 

. 14 

Biased Scram 
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Nuclear Engineer's Checklist 
Full Closure Timing of MSIVs 

In addition~ the inspectors witnessed conduct of a special test to 
ihvestigate slow scram tim~s received during a surveillance test on 
Unit 3 Control Rod J-13. This test consisted of nbtching in and 

·out of the rod to posit~bn 08, including friction testing and stall 
flow testing .. An analysis had been previously conducted to ensure 

. adequate shutdown margin would exist duri~g the testing. Nothing 
abnormal was noted during the testing. Radiographic examination of 
·the a·ssociated hydraulic control ti'nit ya-lves also failed to indicate 
any problems. The licensee is pto:ceeding with assistance from 

·.engineering to evaluate the effects on fuel burnout by maintaining 
the cohtrol rod inoperable until the sch~duled refueling outage in 

'" December 1989. A revi.ew o_f Technical Specifications and the design 
~asis .indi£ated :that no limits er requirements would be exceeded 

.. with the control.rod inoperable. 

Station maintenance activities of systems and components listed 
below were observed/reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted 
in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides and 

·industry codes or standards· and in conformance with .techrii.ca 1 
specifications. 

The following items were considered during this review: 

·The limiting conditions for operation were·met while components or 
systems were removed from service; approvals were obtained prior to 
initiating the work; activities were accompJished using approved 

'procedures ~nd were inspected as applicable; functional testing 
and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning components 
or sysiems to service; quality control records were miintained; 
activities Were ~ccomplisheci by qualified personnel; parts and 
materials used were properly certified; radiological controls were 
implemented; and, fire. prevention controls were implemented. Work 
requests were reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs and 
to assure that priority is assigned to safety related equipment 
maintenance which may affect system performance. 

The inspectors observed work completed in accordance with Modifi
cation Design Package M12-2/3-88-28, Unit 2/3 Reactor Building Roof 
Replacement, and associated work requests to en~ure establishment 

. of controls as stated above, as well as ~pecial controls described 
in Paragraph 8.c of this report. During replacemerit of the first 
of 12 roof slabs, the licensee discovered that two of the four clips 
that held. the slab in place could not be installed due to their 
position in relation to the building girder arrangement. This 
problem affected approximately five of the slabs that needed 
replacement. As a result, a field change request was used to 
incorporate a neh' design to <:ttach the slabs to the girders. 

The inspectors also observed the installation of temporary area 
radiation monitors in the radwaste building. __ J~b.e~$e __ wgre to 
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facilitate closer monitoring of workers during future upgrade 
modifications to the radwaste systems. 

·No violations·or.·deviations were ident.iffea .. in -this area. 

6. Radiological Controls (93702) 

a. ·Enforcement Hi story 

c. 

During thi~ inspection periodJ ~o violations or deviations were 
"id~ntified in the radiological controls functional area. 

Operational Events 

·.On July 21,· 1989, the 2/3 main chimney particulate and iodine 
filters w~re removed from;the 2/3 main chimney SPING monitor~nd 
delivered.to the counting room. However, the analysis of-the 
samples was not performed until July 24, · 1989, contrary to the 48 
hour limitation·contained in OCP 1700-8, Particulate and Iodine 
Filter Change For The SPINGS. This tequirement was obtained from 
Technical-Specification Table 4.8.1 which required samples·to be 
analyzed at least once per seven d~ys and the analysis to be . 
completed within 48 hours after removal from the sampler. This 
second requirement was to ensure that the more short-lived 
radionuclides did not decay appreciably prior to being analyzed and, 
thus, to ensure that the samples would be indicative of conditions 
at the time they were removed. lhe samples in question, however, 
were removed after only two days, jnstead of the normal seven days, 
due to mainten.ance activities on the SPING monitor. Thus, any decay 
of shorter-lived radionuclides caused by the analysis delay would 

. have occurred in a seven day sample, Samples were ~rovided from a. 
backup General Electric m~nitor for the remaining portion of the 
seven days. The results of both sets of samples combined were 
within acceptable limits. Thus, in this particular case, the 
quality of sampling data was not reduced by the delay from that 
which would have occurred with the normal sampling frequency. 
Therefore, the intent. of the technical specification was met. 

Approach to the Identification and Resolution of Technical Issues 
From a Safety Standpoint 

.The litensee's root cause analysis and corrective actions to the 2/3 
Main Chimney SPING iodine and particulate samples which were not 
analyzed within the allowable timeframe were adequate. The samples 
were not routine and were removed to support the quarterly 
functional test of the SPINGs. The licensee determined that there 
was a lac~ of administrative controls involving non-routine samples. 
Since this was not a scheduled activity, the chemistry surveillance 
sheets for the chemistry technician assigned .to collect the daily 
plant samples and the chemistry technician assigned to the counting 
room did not reflect this activity. In addition, there was ~o 
designated location for samples to be dropped off that needed 
analysis, although it was a general understanding to place them on a 
desk in the counting room. This area was not checked for_additional 
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samples by the counting room technician .. As a result of these 
weaknesses, the licensee developed the following corrective actions: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

X.-. 

-Formally designate· a -sample-drop off area in the counting room 
and require routine inspection of this··area by the counting 
room chemistry technician. · 

Revise DCP 1700-8 lo include a checklist that must be given to 
the counting room chemistry technician with the sample which 
requires a manual entry to be made on the daily surveillance 
sheets. 

Add an entry .on the daily surveillance sheets to check the--air 
sample drop window and design~ted sample drop .off area at the 
end of each.-.shift. 

Coordina.te -with the instrument maintenance department to 
--~ schedul~ SPING surv~illances-at.the same time as the chemistr·· 

·,sample pull schedule. 

Discuss the event with chemistry department personnel :during 
tailgate sessions.· 

d. Assurance of Qualtty, Including Managemeni Involvement and Contr~l 

The inspectors reviewed revision 4 to the project plan for the 
chemistry department-procedures upgrade project. The inspectors 
regarded this project pl~n as an .excellent management tool which 

_made it easy ~o determine and track.program stat~s. This document 
described and provided a schedule and cost estimates for the 

-chemistry department portion of the overall station procedures 
upgrade program. The entire program including the chemistry 
department portion was scheduled for completion by February 1992. 
A procedure writer 1 s guide had been developed which specified 
procedure formats, technical content, writing style, guidelines 
for procedure graphics and procedure content specifics for station 
procedures. Of the ten phases identified for the chemistry 
department in this project, the first two consistin~ of identifica
tion of .departmental commitments and revision of chemistry 
administrative· procedures had been completed on schedule. Phase 3 
consisting of Dresden Chemistry Surveillance (DCS) development had 
commenced but was not yet complete. The remaining portion of the 
project involving revision of the DCPs and revision of the Dresden 
Station Building Procedures (DSBP) were scheduled for various future 
dates. · 

No violations or deviations w~re identified in this area. 
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7: Safety Assessment/Quality Verification (35502 and 40500) 

a. Enforcement Hi story 

During this inspection period,' no violations or deviations were 
identified in th~ safety assessment/quality verification functional 
area. 

b. Approach to the Identiftcation and Resolution of Technical Issues 
Frbm a· Safety Standpoint 

-.·Va·rious· ·adm"i"ni·stra·tive ·programs ·and ·-pro·cedures reviewed by the 
inspectors during the inspect ion per.i:od were considered by the 

_,·.··inspectors to ... be beneficial toward··the resolution of technical 
issues .as de·scribed below: 

--As .a.res.u;h of ,previous contractor control problems identified by 
both the NRC and licensee quality assurance audits, the licensee 
issued a revision to OAP 1-4, Station Contractor Control. These 
changes strengthened the over-site responsibilities of Engineering 
and Construction (ENC). : ENC personnel were to remain.cogni7ant of 
the number of co~tractor employees permitted on site at any one time 
and to discuss proposed increases above the limit with the Station 
Manager. In addition, ENC personnel were to ensure equipment was 
properly tagged out of service prior to contractors under ENC 
control commencing work. ENC field engineers were also to attend 
station planning meetings. Finally, the procedure revision required 

_the contractor site managers to be informed of their ~bligations to 
comply with various laws, rules, regulations and other requirements, 
as well as requirements that they inform the licensee of any 
possibility of an employee discrimination cl~im for engaging .in 
protected activities. 

Actions involving anot~er l~censee program were observed on 
August 22, 1989, during which a half group II isolation signal 
resulted from a spiking drywell radiation monitor. As a result, 
the inspector observed the SCRE obtain the event and data check-
1 ist form as required by the scram/ESF actuation investigation 
program. This program provided direction for investigation into 
the cause of. scrams, ESF attuations or near misses (including 
unplanned half scrams or half group isolations). Sp~cific detailed 
criteria was established for data collection by the crew and the 
event investigation, root ·cause determination and restart 
recommendations, if appropriate, by the Scram/ESF Investigation 
Sub-Committee. For scrams and ESF actuatirin events, a final 
investigation report was required which was to contain a detailed 
event description, root cause evaluation, plant transient response 
aisessment, recommended corrective actions and supporting plant 
data, participant statements and exhibits. · 

The scram/ESF actuatibn investigation program was actually one 
aspect of the scram/ESF actuation reduction program. In addition 
to incident investigation and implementation of corrective actions, 
this program provided for review of operating practi~~s, procedures 
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c. 

·and operating training relative to scram reduction on a ~ontinuing 
basis. The review of industry and station scram data information 
was also included as well as development and implementation of 
design £hanges to be .performed in the area·of scram ~nd ESF 
prevention ~nd reduction. The program also provided for generation 
of additi6n~l surveillance, work procedures and corrective measur~s 
as it pertains to maintenance, equipment reliability and component 
functionality. Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System and 
maintenance/component history records were to be accessed in this 

c.effort; 

The inspectors considered this as ~n overall ·beneficial program to 
-~addr-€:s-s ·the -root ·cause and implement ·corrective actions to reduce 
adverse events .. Most ·notable was the decision to include even near 
misses ·in the prog~am. Examples of.these corrective .actions are 
.given in paragraph 5.c of this report. 

Assurance of' Quality, _Including Management Involvement .and Control 

During the insp_ection period, the inspectors accompanied the 
Station Manager, the Production Superintendent and the Assistant 
Superintendent Operations at various times on their plant rounds. 

They were thorough in their observations and exhibited an excellent 
attitude toward €quipment condition and plant cleanliness controls. 

The inspectors reviewed the monthly plant status report for th~ 
•month of July. ~he i~spectors found··this ·{o be an ~xcellent 
management tool for remaining cognizant and ·identifying trends in 
various departmental indicators. 

d." Responsiveness to NRC Initiatives 

Responsiveness to NRC concerns remained adequate. As explained in 
·Inspection Reports 50-010/89002; 50-237/89017; and 50-249/89016, the 

inspectors had expressed a concern to the licensee about an upward 
trend in outstanding control room work requests. Response to the · 
in~tial concern was slow. However, onte addressed by the licensee, 
the issue was adequately resolved. In support of efforts to resolve 
this concern, Quality Assurance performed a surveillance on control 
room work requests. At the time of this review, there were 
approximately 136 work requests (outage and non-outage) open on 
control room equipment of which 57 were determined to be 
mis-classified. Instead of being identified as control room 
corrective maintenance, the work analysts had classified these as 
routine corrective maintenance, This resulted in a lower 
prioritization and an average number of days open of 65 versus 45 
for correctly classified non-outage control room work requests. 
Both of the$~ average completion times wer~ considered e~cessive 
by the revie~. ~The review of control room·work requests for the 
previous 12 months indicated an average completion time of 18 days. 
In addition, it was found that 34 of the control room work requests 
did not have work request stickers affixed to the affected equipment 
in the control room. This cou_ld impede the.9,pe,r,.ator.: 1,.s .. ;abiJity to 
ascertain the status of equipment. 
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• The licensee took several actions to addre~s this pr6blem. A policy 
directive was issued to provide better criteria for determining a 
control room work request ~lassification .. In addition, operations 

.--per:sonne·l -w.ere -instructed·to ·indicate at the top ·of the work request 
. any they believed to be ~lassified as control room (i.e. any for 
-·which they attached a work. request sticker to control room 

equipment). An Operations Engineer also reassigned the priori.ty 
to all open work requests classified as control room per the policy 
directive. As a result of these actions, the number of open 
control room work requests decreased significantly. ·The number 

·~of Tion-outage control room work requests dropped about half to 
·,approximate-ly .ZO during ·the··month of ·,July . 

. .No violations or deviations were· identified in this .area . 

. B. Engineering/Technical Support (37828) 

a.· Enforcement Hi story · 

b. 

During this inspection period, no violations or:deviations were 
·identified in the ·engineering/t~chnical .support functional-area .. 

OperatioMal Events 

On August 11, 1989, the licensee, as a result of a s~lf initiated 
design review, informed the NRC of de~ign deficiencies affecting 
the Atmospheric Contdinment Atmosphere Dilution/Containment 

.Atmosphere Monitoring (ACAD/CAM) System. ,This system was provided 
· to. assure fhat containment integrity was not endangered due to a 

postulated ignition a~d combustion of flammable gas mixtures 
following a major loss of coolant accident. Containment radiation 
and hydrogen levels were monitored and control of posiulated gas 
concentrations was accomplished by dilution of the evolved hydrogen 
with air. 

The ACAD portion of the system consisted of one t~ain for each unit 
.. with cross-ties to the opposite unit to provide for redundancy . 
. However, the emergency electrical bus that supplied power to the 
~Unit 2 subsystem also supplied power to the cross~tie isolation 

valves from the Unit 3 subsystem~ These valves failed in the closed 
position. Thus, a loss ·of the Unit 2 diesel generator would rend~r 
both trains of ACAD inoperable fbr use on Unit 2, if needed during 
a loss of offsite power coincide~t with a lo~s of coolant accident 
(LOCA). Under .this scenario, manual operator action would be 
required to restore the ACAD system through use of a 4KV_breaker 
cross-tie. This ·problem did not exist on the opposite unit. 

, 
A further ·deficiency in the CAM portion of the system was also 
identified. -One of the two CAM channels on each unit wa~ supplied 
power from a non~emergency bus which would be load shed when 
required during a loss of offsite power coincident with a LOCA. 
In this case, if that unit 1 s diesel g~nerator were to fail, both 
CAM channels would be inoperable until manual operator action were 
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taken to restore power to these instruments. Investigation and 
resolution to the ACAD/CAM design deficiencies identified by the· 
Jicens.ee is .. _considered an unresolv_ed .item-pending.NRR and RIII 
~review for compliance with 10 CFR 50.44 •. (50~237/89018-03.) 

Approach .to the Identification and Res6lution bf Technical Issues 
. From a Saf.ety Standpoint 

The various responses to engineering technical issues observed by 
0the ··i·nspectors -were·-mi"xe·d -as to -adequacy of' the' ·appro-ach. 

Following identification of the ACAD/CAM design deftciencies, 
,the licensee insthuted. temporary procedure changes to instruct 
operators to restore power to all ow use of the ACAD/CAM system when 
needed. The i.ssue of AC.AD/CAM systeindes ign adequacy at Dresden 

·.in regard to NUREG~0737 requirements is currently an issue in the 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). · 

·As· described in paragraph ~.c of this report, the MSIV pilot valve 
temperature limits in Technical Specifications were not appropriate 
.ta.the current Dresden design. These pilot valves had been changed 
su~h that.the.licensee believed a higher temper~ture could be 
justified and yet a corresponding Technical Specification change 
had not been previously pursued. As a.result, licensee management 
and operator attention was needlessly diverted to address an 

. administrative requirement that wo.s not technically applicable. 

The inspectors also reviewed Modification.Design Package 
Ml2-2/3-88-28, Unit 2/3 Reactor Building Roof Replacement which the 
·inspectors considered to be well planned (except ·for ~he problem 
with the panel clips described in p~ragraph .5.e of this report.) 
Special precautions developed for this modification w~re indicative 
of a good approach. to safety. This modification covered replacement 
of ·the existing exterior· roofing materials consisting of fiberboard 
insulatiori, asphalt, felt and gravel with a layer of insulation and 
a single-ply elasfomeric membrane fabric ballasted by roofblock 
paver blocks. The licensee believed that this wbuld improve the· 
ability to maintain the negative reactor building differential 
pressure required by technical specifications. During a pre-job 
inspection of the interior of the roof panels, damage to several of 
these precast reinforced concrete panels was discovered. These -
panels existed under the exterior roofing materials. Thus, several 
of these panels were to be either replaced, coated with epoxy or 
grouted as -repairs through work requests in addition to the work 
covered under the modification. 

Specific controls were established to ensure maintenance of 
secondary containment and pr.otection of the fuel pools during 
construction activities. These controls incl~ded the following: 

0 

0 

Roofers were given tailgate training on the importance of. 
secondary containment. 

Operations permission was received prior to star-ting work e:o~'-
C1( )'. 
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A controlled strip-off technique was used such that any portion 
of the roofing material removed was replaced that same day. 
The roof was also made weathertight before stopping work each 

·-day. 

Special Procedure, SP 89-6-67, Reactor Building Roof 
Replacement Communication Guidelines for Operations and 
Construction, was written to ensure proper personnel were 
contacted in the ·event of a problem and that the roofers 

·remained in ~ontact with the control room via radio . 

Tempora·ry "S·eal ·ki-ts· ·o·f .tar, ·pJywood-·and plastic -sheeting were 
.av a .i la bl e . 

Allowable-load densities were ·pre-determined and specific 
criteria ~stablished to ensure that roof panels were not 

.. overstressed with oe.quipment or materials. 

Outlines of the fuel poo 1 s and -roof panels to be replaced were 
painted on the reactor building roof .exterior and roofers were 
given instructions to avoid trafficking in those· areas. 

Tarps were used over the fuel pools to keep out small debris. 

A debris net capable of securing a falling roof ~anel was 
suspended over the fuel pools. 

Speci.al Procedure, SP 89-6-66,c_Reactor· Building Roof 
Replacement Differential Pressure Daily Construction Test; was 
written to determine the reactor building differential pressure 
from local indications twice daily. This was in addition to 
existing requirements for the control room ~anel indication to 
be recorded in the center desk operator's daily surveillance 
log on a shiftly basis. 

- . 
A portable structure ~as built to be placed over each roof 
panel as it was ·replaced. This structure was tested to ensure 
a sufficient seal to maintain the reactor building negative 
.differential pressure. 

The inspector reviewed the modification package to ensure that 
appropriate procedures were written, the roof loading analysi~ was 
conducted with specific criteria established and require~ reviews 
and walkdowns were conducted. In addition, post-modification 
testing requirements were established. 

d. Responsiveness to NRC Initiatives 

The licensee continued to be responsive to the NRC in the 
engineering/technical support area as described below: 

The licensee self initiated review which discovered the ACAD/CAM 
design deficiencies was the result of previously identified NRC 
concerns. These concerns dealt with electrical supplies to shared 
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systems. This review was conducted to verify whether additional 
problems existed in this area. 

The licens~e was also responsive to a regional request to provide 
information on the check valve testing program. · 

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. 

9. Report Review (90713) 

.:-ouri:ng .·the- ·i·nspect ion .period, the tnspe·ctors .:creviewed ···the 1 i censee' s 
Month.ly Operating Repor_t for J.uJy. The inspectors confirmed that the 
information provided met the requirements of Technical specification 

,. -6 .. 6.A.3 and Regulatory Guide 1~16. 
" 

10. Unresolved Items 

11. 

· Unresolved items a·re matters about \'ihi.ch more information is· required 
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, or items of 

"non-compliance or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during the 
~inspection Bre discussed tn paragraphs 5.b ahd 8.b of this report. 

Exit Interview (30703) 

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1) 
on August 28, 1989, and infcrmally throughout the inspection period, and 

.summari2ed the scope and findings of.the inspection activities. 

The inspectors also discus~ed the likely informational content of the 
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the 
inspector during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any such 
documents/processes c:.s- proprietary. The licensee acknowledged the 
findings of the inspection. 




